DEADLINE: MONDAY, MARCH 23 by 12:00 p.m.

Dear Colleague:

As you know the manufacturing industry is suffering significantly from the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. We are looking for your support for two important issues for the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) program and the manufacturing industry it serves to be a part of the next emergency stimulus package for COVID-19.

MEP Centers are required by federal law to provide a 50% cost share match for all federal funding they receive. Under normal circumstances, the MEP National Network supports this cost share, because it requires local stakeholders and clients to put skin in the game for the services provided.

However, MEP manufacturing clients across the country are beginning to cancel or postpone their contracts with their local MEP Center as they begin to redirect their finances to offset decreased production as a result of the supply chain disruption. Additionally, many manufacturers are beginning to prohibit external visitors, including their MEP service providers, leading to the delay or cancellation of many existing Center projects. To make matters worse, MEP Centers are unable to meet in person with many prospective clients as they prohibit external visitors, which is having an effect on our service delivery pipeline. If manufacturers continue to cancel their contracts with MEP Centers, then the Centers will likely not be able to meet the federal cost share requirement without potentially laying off Center employees. If Center employees are laid off, Centers will not be able to help manufacturing clients scale back up their operations to meet demand and recover rapidly from this crisis.

There is also a need for a temporary doubling of MEP’s current budget to provide the much-needed assistance to the small manufacturing industry at this time of crisis. Manufacturers across the country are experiencing innumerable challenges as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. MEP is the only federal program in position to immediately assist manufacturers mitigate damage and accelerate recovery. These additional funds will allow MEP Centers to help their clients improve supply chain resilience and workforce readiness and provide the technological expertise desperately needed during this time.

If you would like to sign the letter, please have your staff contact Casey Denoyer with Rep. Stevens (casey.denoyer@mail.house.gov), Harsh Deshmukh with Rep. McGovern (harsh.deshmukh@mail.house.gov), or Maxine Sugarman with Rep. Bonamici (maxine.sugarman@mail.house.gov).

Sincerely,

Haley M. Stevens                James P. McGovern                Suzanne Bonamici

LETTER TEXT:

March 23, 2020

Dear Speaker Pelosi and Leader McCarthy:

As you know the manufacturing industry is suffering significantly from the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. As you work to develop the next COVID-19 emergency supplemental bill, we write to ask for your continued support to include two issues of critical importance to the manufacturing industry as it relates to Manufacturing Extension Partnership program (MEP) which is the only nationwide network of public-private partnerships that can provide the assistance they need at this critical time.

By law, MEP Centers are required by federal law to provide a 50% cost share match for all federal funding they receive. Under normal circumstances, the MEP National Network supports this cost share, because it requires local stakeholders and clients to put skin in the game for the services provided.

However, MEP manufacturing clients across the country are beginning to cancel or postpone their contracts with their local MEP Center as they begin to redirect their finances to offset decreased production as a result of the supply chain disruption. If manufacturers continue to cancel their contracts with MEP Centers, then the Centers will likely not be able to meet the federal cost share requirement without potentially laying off Center employees. If Center employees are laid off, they will not be able to help manufacturing clients scale back up their operations to meet demand and recover rapidly from this crisis.

We are also requesting a temporary doubling of MEP’s current budget to provide the much-needed assistance to the small manufacturing industry at this time of crisis. Manufacturers across the country are experiencing innumerable challenges as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. MEP is the only federal program in position to immediately assist manufacturers mitigate damage and accelerate recovery. These additional funds will allow MEP Centers help their clients improve supply chain resilience and workforce readiness and provide the technological expertise desperately needed during this time.

As traditional industries such as the domestic auto industry and their supply chains shut down, MEP Centers can do the important work of coordinating and providing technical assistance to small manufacturers who are able to temporarily transition to the production of desperately-needed Personal Protective Equipment and ventilators.

We respectfully request that these two issues be addressed in the next COVID-19 emergency stimulus package.

Sincerely,
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